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The gift of the heart is in some ways like the gift 
of a plants flower.  It is the absolute most creative 
expression of something deeply magical and unique. 
And just look at the diversity of the world of 
flowers. This past springtime I have been obsessively 
peering into the tiny goblets of our forest wild 
flowers. I am blessed with incredible close up vision 
to make up for my horrible distance vision. So I 
just get lost in the tiny landscape of green lines, 
purple stigmas and fairy cap cathedrals. The flowers 
remind me of human hearts. Not in a physical way of 
course, but in the way in which they are little worlds 
within worlds, pulling me deeper down a light filled 
and illuminated chasm that leads into a hidden 
dreamscape, so personal to the plants creation. 

Our hearts have gifts that hold otherworldly powers. 
Every heart does. The places within our hearts are 
felt in memory, visions and in what we hold most 
dear. Moments in dreams reveal to us our deepest 
truths and attached to those truths are the blood 
and veins that are planted in the souls fertile black 
soil. Once layers of the heart are peeled back, 
this is a tender spot, one to be protected from 
calloused eyes and hands of the vulgar world. It 
is held together in the darkness of our longing by 
hand woven purple cords and pulsating silver lace 
that comes from an enchanted beyond. From this 

dark recess in the heart, this most precious place, 
a garden of delightful flowers can be grown. The 
fragility of what lies sheltered there is reformed 
by allowing space for that growth. The seeds of 
dormant dreams are very hardy, I assure you- they 
have waited a long time for the golden light to reach 
them and for the sapphire waters to feed them. 
And like a flower they can then bloom and unfold a 
thousand perfumed petals, each one a gift for the 
world. 

Without fear, without judgment, gifts from the 
depths of the human heart are offered up to give 
something beautiful back to the earth, to her 
resident spirits, hiding in soil and stone and to 
bring that golden light into the hearts of others 
who may have many shut doors. There is a moment 
of recognition that occurs when a heart gift is 
perceived, a moment where the stars gleam in the 
minds eye, where the roots pulsate, where the 
angels appear from out of the mist. Something 
wild stirs around in all of us who may be touched 
in our own deep heart places from time to time by 
the uncommon and unique contributions that are 
gifted from that inner most garden. Many praises 
and gratitudes to the hearts garden, with its nestled 
seeds and darkling dew covered blossoms-both 
enchanted and numinous. 
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Rose. Where to begin when writing about the most well 
known and loved flowers, across cultures, across nations, 
throughout space and time? Where to begin writing about 
the flower of all flowers, the queen of flowers, the ma-
triarch beauty of the garden and hedgerow? Rose 
is an ancient healer, her medicine and story 
have long been intertwined with humans 
when dealing with love, grief, war, ceremo-
ny and death. Rose finds her way into the 
most tragic and important aspects of 
human culture. She is a subject of the 
oldest poetry and the written word. 
Since ancient times, people have 
loved and praised roses. Her associa-
tion with love and joy is still known, 
even in modern American culture. It 
is one of the flower symbols that has 
survived the industrial and tech-
nological age, even if it now com-
mercialized. Apparently, rose is the 
most recognized of all flowers….they 
have been on this planet long before 
humans arrived. Some sources state 
that the fossilized remains of roses have 
been traced to be 35 million years old, 
found in parts of Montana, Oregon and 
Colorado. Roses are extremely tough and 
hardy plants, especially the wild ones. They 
have an amazing ability to be graceful, peaceful 
and beautiful while at the same time being fierce and 
protective. Rose has incredible balance and wildness. Rose 
is a sorceress covered in thorns, boasting pink bloom after 
fragrant bloom and finally crimson jeweled hips that hang 
during the Autumn months. What a perfect plant to scale old 
castle walls and grace the mountainous foothills, following 
the meadow grasses and waterways.  She is a deeply femi-
nine plant in myth and story.  

Roses are universal to all temperate climates. Some species 
grow in the open meadows, some in the forest, some in 
the wetlands. There are more than 100 species and around 
10,000 cultivated varieties! In the Northwest here, we are 
blessed with Nootka Rose, Rosa nutkana, Bald Hip Rose, 
Rosa gymnocarpa, and Swamp or Cluster Rose, Rosa piso-
carpa. Two other introduced roses that grow wild here are 
dog rose Rosa canina and Rugosa rose, Rosa rugosa. One of 
the oldest plants in Germany is a dog rose, thought to have 
been planted over 1200 years ago. The name ‘Rose’ comes 
from the greek word rodon which meant red, suggesting 
that ancient roses were red. Another source writes that the 
word may come from the Celtic word rhos, which also means 
red. Something to keep in mind is that most wild roses are 
pink. Remember that there was not a specific word for ‘pink’ 

until about three hundred years ago(the word pink actually 
comes from a plant- Pinks or Dianthus genus). Pink and red 
were not always distinguished. Sometimes something pink 

was called ‘light red’ in old receipt (recipe) books. 

The folklore and stories associated with rose 
is vast. There are many stories about the 

origin of roses. In the East, they say that 
roses were generated from the sweat 

or tears of Mohammad.  Muslims do 
not allow roses to touch the ground 
for this reason. A Greek story is that 
when Venus was born from the sea, 
at the very same moment, a rose 
sprang from the earth, it was con-
sidered sacred to her as she is the 
Goddess of love. Another Greek 
story tells that the first roses were 
without thorns, until Cupid, Aph-
rodite’s young son was stung by a 
bee while smelling a newly opened 
rose. To pacify her upset son, Aph-

rodite strung a bow with bees, first 
removing their stingers and placing 

them upon the rose stems. Another 
belief tells that Cupid was dancing 

among the Gods and overturned a cup 
of their wine, which spilled on the roses, 

turning them red and giving them fragrance as 
well.   Yet another Greek legend tells that the rose 

was originally a beautiful woman from Corinth named 
Rhodanthe. She was constantly followed by kings and 
warriors, eager to win her love. To escape her suitors, she 
fled to the temple of Artemis, to the Goddess of purity.  
The people followed her there, breaking down the gates. 
Artemis was outraged by this and transformed Rhodanthe 
into a red rose bush, the color used to symbolize the blush 
of her beautiful face when looked upon by her followers. 
A Roman tale tells that roses were originally white until 
Venus ran through a rose patch and a thorn tore her foot 
which bled on the white roses, causing them to turn red. 
An English legend says that the blood of Christ has made 
roses red. This plant is considered Holy and Sacred in 
different cultures. Rose is deeply tied to religion from 
early times, symbolizing specifically the resurrection. It is 
associated with the Virgin Mary, whose one title of many 
is ‘Mystical Rose’. Original rosaries were made from rose 
petals. A Mediterranean origin legend tells about the red 
and white roses being the prayers of a maiden falsely ac-
cused and sentenced to burning; her prayers quenched the 
flames of the fires, with her unburned brands becoming 
white roses and her charred brands becoming red. Some 
versions of the story tell that the burned wood became the 

- Rose - 
Flower Queen of Old
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red roses and the unburned the white roses. No matter, this 
is rose symbolizing justice, no doubt. 

There is an incredible tale by Hans Christian Anderson called 
‘The Rose Elf’. It is an amazing story about a little elf that 
lives within the petals of the rose and witnesses a murder; a 
womans jealous brother murders her lover, who is leaving to 
go off to sea. The rose elf stays with the woman and avenges 
her lovers death, by help of the fairies and bees. Again, rose 
and her helpers symbolize justice and right action, in the 
midst of tragedy. Rose has been a symbol of silence since 
early times. This is supposed to have come from the story of 
Cupid (or Eros from other sources) receiving a rose from his 
mother Venus (Aphrodite). He gave the rose to the god of 
silence, Harpocrates, to ‘induce him to conceal the weakness 
of the gods.’ Apparently old buildings in Europe with plaster 
ceilings had a rose imprinted in the middle for a reminder 
that what was spoken of in the room could not be repeated. 
The saying ‘under the rose’ refers to keeping a secret. An old 
symbol above a garden gate was that of a rose in full bloom 
with two buds above it. It signified secrecy of an herbalists 
powers that were kept within the garden. Because of its 
connection with secrecy the wild rose was sometimes used 
to represent illicit love. A rose is often over confessionals in 
a church for its secrecy association, used as such since 1562. 

As rose has been connected to true love since early times, it 
was not surprisingly used in divination rites. One such rite 
is that by placing a red rose under ones pillow on Midsum-
mers night eve, it would provoke a dream of one’s true love. 
Another divination was to take rose leaves and name each 
one of them after a selection of suitors. The leaves were then 
placed in a bucket of water and whichever one remained 
floating the longest would represent her suitor. If a rose 
was picked on Midsummer’s eve and had not faded a month 
after, it meant that a lover was faithful.  To dream of roses 
in general means good luck and success in love. One older 
custom from Devon goes: if a young woman on her way to 
church picks a fully opened rose on Midsummer, blindfold-
ed, she must fold it in white paper and keep it hidden away 
until Christmas time. Then, she can take it out and pin it to 
her dress; it should be nearly as perfect as when she first 
picked it. The man at church to come and take the rose from 
her will be her future husband. A lover could be returned by 
this spell, to be done on Midsummers Eve, June 23rd- three 
roses had to be gathered on this magical eve. One was 
buried during the small hours of Midsummer morning under 
a yew tree, another in a newly made grave and the last one 
under the persons pillow. If it was left for three nights and 
then burned, the person performing the spell would haunt 
the runaway lovers dreams and they would not know peace 
until they returned. Another interesting rose divination rite 
was to be performed on June 27th. Maidens that were in a 
romantic partnership were to gather a fully opened rose in 
secret at between 3 and 4 o’clock in the morning. The rose 
was to be held over a smoking dish of coals and brimstone 
(Sulphur) for about 5 minutes. Before the rose cooled, it was 
to be placed upon a sheet of paper in which the name of 

the maiden and her sweetheart were written, along with the 
date of the year and the name of the morning star. The paper 
then has to be folded three times and sealed, then buried in 
the roots of the same rose plant that it was harvested from. 
On July 6th, the charmed packet was to be dug up and placed 
under the pillow of the maiden and in a dream, her fate was 
to be revealed.  

An interesting divination can tell whether a baby will be a 
boy or a girl; take both a lily and a rose to a pregnant wom-
an. If she chooses the lily the unborn child will be a boy, if 
she chooses the rose, the babe will be a girl. Throwing rose 
leaves on a fire in Germany brought good luck and fortune 
into the home. A bit of imitation magic- from both France 
and Germany, to bury a drop of ones own blood under a 
rose bush was to bring the person rosy cheeks. Roses have 
symbolized love, beauty, elegance, joy, life, pleasure, secre-
cy, silence, pride, wine, woman and wisdom, just to name a 
few meanings! The rosebud symbolizes youthful beauty and 
hope specifically. Rose thorns have symbolized death, pain 
and sin.  It was said that red roses are under the dominion 
of Jupiter, damask roses under Venus and white roses under 
the moons influence. 

Roses also have a connection with death and have been used 
in funeral customs throughout olden times. People of ancient 
Greece decorated tombs and graves with them, believing 
that the dead would be protected by the power of the rose. 
It was a Welsh custom to plant a white rose on the grave of 
an unmarried woman and in England a garland of white roses 
was used to decorate the grave of a virgin. It was said that 
roses will grow from the graves of two lovers and intertwine. 
There are old folk songs that sing of this. In Switzerland, the 
custom of planting roses by the graves of the dead led to the 
cemeteries turning into rose gardens. The connection of rose 
with death is also apparent as spirits at séances will use rose 
as symbols of affection and goodwill.  If a white rose blooms 
in Autumn in Scotland, it is a symbol of an early death of a 
loved one. But if a red rose blooms then instead, it is a sign 
of an early marriage. A red rose that has petals falling as it is 
carried is a death omen. There are many specific beliefs that 
have to do with death and roses. Overall, red roses are more 
connected with love and white ones with death or bad luck. 
In parts of England and North America, to even smell white 
roses was considered bad luck. To dream of white roses or 
wilted roses foretold misfortune. From Ireland an old tale 
tells of a sick man who saw a rose pass across the panes of 
glass in his window frame. It was a death omen, as soon he 
fell down dead. Certain wild roses were said to come up 
where blood had been shed in a meadow. 

Medicinal use of rose is very old indeed. Pliny, who lived 
around 2000 years ago, listed 32 medicines that could be 
made from roses. Native Americans used roses for eye pain, 
sore throats, child labor pains, for muscle pain, to strengthen 
babies, as a general tonic, as a wash in the sweat lodge and 
for diarrhea.  They were also used in ceremonies, for hunting 
medicine and for women’s ailments. The rose in Germany 
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was used as a charm against blood hemorrhage. The magical 
incantation to be uttered ( in one version) is:Abek, Wabek, 
Fabek; in Christ’s garden stand three red roses- one for God, 
the other for God’s blood and 
the third for the angel Gabriel; 
blood I pray you cease to flow. 
Remember many old charms 
were appropriatly Christainized. 
An old use includes roses as a 
main ingredient in an eye wash, 
for inflammation. Rose hip syrup 
was used for sore throats and 
colds. The juice of rose was a 
cough cure from Donegal. Roses 
and mint, heated in a poultice 
form, were applied warm to the 
abdomen to strengthen a weak 
stomach. The leaves of rose have 
been used as a poultice for cuts 
and scrapes and petals were 
chewed to sweeten the breath. 
The dew from rose petals was 
used to remove spots and freck-
les from the skin.  Rose conserve 
was supposed to prevent miscar-
riage and help the growing fetus. 
Other older uses for rose include 
using it for heart troubles, stom-
ach aches, diarrhea, hemorrhage, 
headaches (rose vinegar applied 
to the temples), for sore mouths 
and for the spitting of blood. Red roses were known to cure 
anemia, which could have been sympathetic magic at work. 
An old ointment for chilblains, a severe rash/irritation of the 
extremities caused by exposure, was made from seven kinds 
of roses, rosemary and southernwood. Rose root was appar-
ently used for dog bites, including wolf bites, and domestic 
animal bites. 

Rose is one of my favorite wild plants to harvest in the early 
summertime, often the end of May or early June. There are 
so many kinds with their own subtleties for the rose lover 
in us all. Garden varieties can be used medicinally as well, as 
long as they are fragrant and unsprayed. I harvest the fully 
opened flowers, the leaves and later the hips. As much as I 
love the heirloom garden varieties, the wild roses truly steal 
my heart. They are so beautiful and full of magic, so wild 
and so old. All roses are breathtaking and so many things 
can be made from their glorious fragrant blooms and tangy 
tart hips.  I use the different rose species similarly- to cool 
heat and inflammation in the body, to ease congestion of 
the mucous membranes, to tonify the GI tract, to calm the 
nerves and to bring peace of mind.  I consider rose petals to 
be an incredible nervine and nerve tonic for stress, depres-
sion, insomnia, headaches (not migraines), tension, trau-
ma, broken heart, grief and anxiety. Rose elixir is my sons 
favorite sleep remedy, 5 drops and it works every time. I put 
rose into different lung blends for the astringent properties, 

and I love using strong rosehip tea for sinusitis (Thanks to 
Carol Trasatto for this). I also use rose in heart formulas to 
support vein, capillary and heart health. Rose is excellent in 

digestive blends, helpful for sour 
stomach, diarrhea, and indiges-
tion. Topically rose makes and 
excellent wound wash and the 
leaves and flowers can make a 
quick astringent poultice in the 
brush for bites and stings. Rose 
infused honey is incredible for 
burns and as a mask for inflamed 
skin. Rose infused vinegar is good 
for sunburn, diluted with water, 
and I have used it for headaches. 
Rose leaf and flower tea can be 
used for diaper rash as a wash 
and also as a douche for female 
infections.  I absolutely love rose 
infused olive oil as a face oil- it is 
my favorite for skin care. 

I eat the fresh petals in salads and 
confections, add them to wines, 
infuse them in honeys, make 
elixirs and brandy, rose infused 
vinegar and rose flower syrup. I 
dry the flowers and leaves to have 
on hand in teas and blends.  The 
leaves that are fragrant can also 
be used this way, as with Noot-

ka rose. I also infuse roses in oil and fat to be added later 
to salves, balms and creams. The potions to be made from 
roses are endless. Rose petals themselves can be incorporat-
ed into salads, cookies, syrups and candied. Rose essential 
oil is extremely expensive and termed ‘precious’. It is said 
that 2000 petals make one drop of the oil. Rose oil has been 
produced since the invention of the still, as has rose water, 
both being used in cosmetics for hundreds of years. Roses 
are endlessly useful, helpful, healing and pleasurable.  Here 
are some of the many recipes out there for you to enjoy! I 
focused on a few of my personal favorites, but also on some 
old recipes to play with that sound fabulous. 

Many thanks to the Queen of flowers, who is both young and 
old at the same time- both childlike and ancient, both tough 
and gentle. May her beauty and medicine transform your 
hardest moments with her fierce love and protection, may 
her magic stir you deeply and enchant you ever and always. 

Rose Elixir

After wilting fresh roses overnight, combine the fragrant 
rose petals with brandy. Fill a mason jar almost full, but not 
packed with the roses and fill 2/3 with brandy. Top with hon-
ey. Shake daily for 4 weeks and strain. Add more rose petals 
and steep again for 2 weeks, if desired. Strain off and bottle, 
ageing for at least 2 months before drinking. If honey settles 
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on the bottom, shake before using. Totally divine!

Solar Infused Rose Oil

Wilt fragrant roses for 6-8 hours on a flat basket. Fill a mason 
jar with them and cover them with either light olive oil or 
jojoba oil. I find extra virgin to be too strong personally. Set 
the jar in the sun, where it will get some shade and some full 
sun both. Everyday remove the lid and wipe it off with a little 
paper towel and stir your mixture with a chopstick.  After a 
few weeks of good sunshine, your oil should be ready, lon-
ger if it is cloudy. Strain and store out of the light.

Rose Infused Honey- 

Harvest roses and let them wilt overnight or 8 hours. Com-
bine them in a double boiler with honey. Make the mixture 
strong by mixing a lot of plant material in with the honey, 
basically coating the plants well. Bring water to a boil in the 
bottom of the double boiler and boil fully for five minutes 
and turn off the burner. Stir your honey, cover with a lid and 
leave the whole pan on the warm burner. Later in the day, 
wipe the moisture from the underside of the lid and cover, 
letting the whole sit out at room temperature over night. 
Repeat this process for three days total, on the third day, 
strain out the warm honey into jars and let it sit for 24 hours 
before your final tasting. It should be fragrant and full of 
Rose flavor, especially on the second day. 

Claret of Roses- Taken from Herbal Delights, Mrs. C.F. Leyel, 
first printed in 1937, revised in 1947

For a Strain-

‘Boil a good handful of red rose petals in a pint of claret for 
an hour. Then dip into it a piece of linen or flannel, apply to 
the strained part and keep it on all night, covering with oiled 
silk to keep in the moisture.’ 

Syrup of Roses- Taken from Herbal Delights, Mrs. C.F. Leyel, 
first printed in 1937, revised in 1947

‘ Infuse three pounds of Damask Rose petals in a gallon of 
warm water in a well glazed earthen pot with  narrow mouth 
for 8 hours, which stop so close that none of the virtue may 
exhale. When they have infused so long, heat the water 
again, squeeze them out and put three more pounds of rose 
petals, and infuse 8 hours more; then press them out very 
hard; to every quart of this infusion, add 4 pounds of fine 
sugar and boil it to a syrup. – Mrs. Glasse’  

To Make a Conserve of Red Roses- Eleanour Sinclair Rohde, 
Rose Recipes from Olden Times, 1973 first published in 
1939. 

‘Let your roses be gathered before they are quite blown, 
pound them in a stone mortar, and add to them twice their 
weight in double refined sugar and put them into a glass 
close stopt up but do not fill it full. Let them stand three 
months before you use them, remembering to stir them once 
per day.’ The Receipt Book of John Nott. Cook to the Duke of 
Bolton, 1723.

To Make Rose Drops- Eleanour Sinclair Rohde, Rose Recipes 
from Olden Times, 1973 first published in 1939. 

‘ The roses and sugar must be beat separately into a very fine 
powder, and both sifted; to a pound of sugar an ounce of red 
roses, they must be mixed together, and then wet with as 
much juice of lemon as will make it into a stiff paste; set it 
on a slow fire in a silver porringer, and stir it well; and when 
it is scalding hot quite through take it off and drop in small 
portions on a paper; set them near a fire, the next day they 
will come off.’ –E Smith, The Complete Housewife 1736. 

A Bag to Smell Unto, or Cause One to Sleep Eleanour Sinclair 
Rohde, Rose Recipes from Olden Times, 1973 first published 
in 1939.

‘Take drie Rose leaves (petals), keep them close in a glasse 
which will keep them sweet, then take powder of mints, 
powder of cloves in a grosse powder. Put the same to the 
Rose leaves (petals), then put all these together in a bag, and 
then take to bed with you, and it will cause you to sleepe, 
and it is good to smell unto other times.’ 

-Ram’s Little Dodoen, 1606

References: Maude Grieve, A Modern Herbal Volumes 1 and 
2, 1931, Daniel Moerman, Native American Medicinal Plants, 
2009, D.C. Watts, Elsevier’s Dictionary of Plant Lore, 2007, 
Gabrielle Hatfield, Encyclopedia of Folk Medicine, 2004, Ga-
brielle Hatfield, Hatfields Herbal, 2009, Josephine Addison, 
The Illustrated Plant Lore, 1985, Gabrielle Hatfield and David 
Allen, Medicinal Plants in Folk Tradition- The Ethnobotany 
of Britain and Ireland, 2004, Roy Vickery, A Dictionary of 
Plant Lore, 1995, Margaret Baker, Discovering the Folklore 
of Plants, 1969; Gordon, Lesley, Green Magic- Flowers, Plants 
and Herbs in Lore and Legend, 1977; Gordon Lesley; E. and 
M.A. Radford, The Encyclopedia of Superstitions, 1961; 
Richard Folkard, Plant Lore, Legends and Lyrics, originally 
published in 1892, 2012 reprint
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-Up Coming Classes & Offerings-

entire year, focusing on the seasonal availability of wild 
plants. We hand-craft small batches of plant medicine and 
learn how to use plants for common ailments. You will learn 
the folklore and the traditions of the plants that have been 
handed down to us throughout history. You will begin by 
creating a home apothecary and as the season progresses 
you will fill your shelves and bottles with beautiful high 
quality medicines for yourself, family and friends. We spend 
time in the field, forest and in the kitchen. There are weekly 
homework assignments, and each student develops a plant 
journal full of details and recipes about the plants. This is a 
hands-on-series with the goal that each student finishes with 
an in depth understanding of many medicinal plants in the 
local area.

Held on a small homestead in Shelton. 30 minutes north of 
Olympia. Classes are from 10-2, Thursday OR Friday. Cost is 
$50 per class, about $200 per month. Three month minimum 
commitment is required. Go to www.opalsapothecary.com 
and click on ‘Herbal Apprenticeship’ for more information. 
You can see the entire month to month curriculum online. 
To Register: Contact Corinne at corinne@opalsapothecary.
com Please email me with any questions

Folk Magic Program- 

This is a program based on folk magic, tree and plant lore, 
history and old healing ways.  It is specifically inspired 
by the ways of wise women (and men) that come to us 
from the past 500 years and beyond- healers, mystics and 
magic makers. This is an extremely unique offering that 
helps us integrate the Wise Woman archetype into daily 
life. This program has weekly meetings to provide support 
and practice, while exploring many essential concepts 
relating to the ‘Old Witches Path’. It really can be thought 
of as a personal journey. We look to the rustic simplicity 
of folk magic, the seasonal year and the importance of 
the enchanted spirit world. There are weekly homework 
assignments based on what we do in class, along with the 
gathering of special items for certain activities. We focus 
on developing spirit communications and relation through 
simple ritual and writing, while simultaneously learning 
plant/ nature stories and the symbolism behind it all.  You 
will ultimately find your own ritual ways, honoring spirits 
and nature throughout the seasons with understanding, 
confidence and integrity. . 

Held on a small homestead in Shelton, 30 minutes north of 
Olympia. Class is from 5-9 PM, Wednesdays. Cost is $50 per 
class or roughly $200 per month. Three month minimum 
commitment is required. Go to www.opalsapothecary.com 
and click on ‘Folk Magic’ for more information. You can see 
the entire month to month curriculum online. To Register: 
Contact Corinne at corinne@opalsapothecary.com Please 
email me with any questions.

Reclaiming Your Magical Heritage This is an 8 week evening 
series class about discovering your innate and intuitive 
magical abilities and inclinations. As a Western culture, we 
have largely forgotten not only the magical ways of our 
ancestors, but also the ‘Otherworldy Powers’ that bring 
insight, inspiration and creative energy to our lives. Rather 
than be a class about information and knowledge, this 
is meant to be a personal journey into your own psyche 
and heart- what magic lies sleeping there? How can we 
invite potent visions and dreams into our lives? How can 
we connect to our ancestors, as well as plant and animal 
spiritual energies?  These questions and many more are the 
inspiration for this series. Join a small group of people on 
the journey of uncovering, unraveling and rediscoving what 
is already instinctive and alive once beyond the borders of 
normalcy and comfort. Each week we will explore in depth 
a significant concept of magical thinking and creating. 
There will be detailed homework assignments based on 
self reflection and personal ritual. Old magic will be woven 
throughout the entire experience. Class is limited to 7 
people. Held on a small homestead in Shelton,30 minutes 
north of Olympia. 

Dates and Cost: August and September, 8 Wednesday 
Evenings, 5 -9pm, Starting the first week of August. $400 
total- $100 deposit with the remainder being due the first 
day of class. To Register: Contact Corinne at corinne@
opalsapothecary.com Please email me for a week to week 
schedule, with any questions and to send the deposit. 

Herbcraft Techniques- Autumn Series Join a small group 
of people in an 8 week herbal education series. Held 
every week on a small homestead in Shelton, each class 
will be 2 hours long and go over a different technique or 
topic with hands on experience. Handouts which include 
instruction and recipes will be provided.  Topics include: 
Making Country Wine, Making Fruit and Herbal Syrups , 
Making an Herbal First Aid Kit, Autumn Forest Plant Walk, 
Medicinal Evergreen Trees, Herbal Baths and Footbaths, Root 
Harvesting and Processing, Medicine Berries of the Fall

Dates and Cost: Class is on Friday nights, from 6:00- 8:00, 
held in Shelton, 30 minutes north of Olympia. Class begins 
Friday October 2nd and goes through November 20th. Limited 
to 8 people.  The cost of each class is $30, for a total of $240 
for the eight weeks. This does not include materials. A $30 
deposit is required to register for the classes, which will go 
toward the series. The remainder is due on the first class.  To 
Register: Contact Corinne at corinne@opalsapothecary.com 
Please email me with any questions and to send the deposit. 

An Herbal Apprenticeship- 

Begins October 2015. Join a small group of people for weekly 
classes that focus on wild-crafting and medicine making. 
Held at a beautiful small farm in Shelton, we meet for an 
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People and Plants: 
Catamara Rosarium of Rosarium Blends

Tell me about the history of your business here. How did it 
start?  
Rosarium Blends started in November of 2009 as a result of 
my continued passion and education in esoteric herbalism, 
my personal magickal praxis, and my desire to break free 
from the chains of my previous corporate employment and 
share my creations with the world. 

What does your business offer in terms of plant medicine, 
tell us how it interfaces with the community so that folks can 
be inspired to investigate further.   
Rosarium Blends offers ritual incense blends, essential 
oil blends, talismanic perfumes and an all-natural herbal 
aphrodisiac line called the Erotic Apothecary. We also sell 
hydrosols of local plants we work with and have wild-crafted 
to do essential oil distillation or hydro-distillation to make 
perfumes and flower or herbal waters.  The incense blends, 
oil blends, and perfumes are magickal charms. Which means 
they will work on a psycho-spiritual level, despite whether 
or not they are being worked with magickal intention or 
not. Each formula has specific energies it embodies and has 
been crafted and charged during specific lunar phases and 
planetary days and hours to assist in alchemicalizing the 
plant deva of the charm to be more powerful. Thus rendering 
a potent aid to the success of intention when worked with 
during meditation or ritual praxis. Each blend embodies a dif-
ferent energy and can be worked with accordingly. (Rosarium 
Blends website: http://rosariumblends.com/)

How do you work with plants in the world? What is your 
work? 
I work with plants in a myriad of ways depending on the goal 
at hand and my specific needs at the time.  My praxis is fluid 
and changes to as I grow and learn from the plants. Primarily, 
I work with plants to create magickal potions and concoc-
tions to enliven the senses through mediation and ritual. I 
also spend a lot of time communing with the plant devas in 
my garden~ of which there are many to learn from who are 
willing to bestow wisdom, if you are willing to listen. My 
passion is in getting to know and connect with the botany 
of each plant deva I feel drawn to or grow in my magickal 
gardens. I explore the inherent energies in each part of the 
plant throughout the wheel of the year from seed, to flower, 
to fruit, bark, leaf, thorn, and root. There is a plethora of 
wisdom one can glean from each part of the plant and differ-
ing ways in which one may connect with it to gain a deeper 
understanding of how it can be worked with and interacted 
with on a magickal/spiritual level. I also enjoy connecting to 
the plant devas to explore what they have to teach me as 
an individual. I then compare them to traditional use, as I 
have learned, they often have special wisdom to share that is 
unique and beneficial to one, but not always the whole.

Tell us about one of your favorite plants. Include a favorite 
recipe if you have one.  
Borage is one of my favorite plant devas. I have worked with 
this plant magickally for years but had never grown one 
until last year. Borage is pure magick! And the bees love! 
Love! Love! her! I am also a beekeeper so having companion 
plants for the bees throughout the growing season is key. 
This year I have hundereds of borage plants as they self-seed 
and they’re sprouting up like crazy in my garden. The bees 
will be quite pleased!  Borage is edible, can be used to make 
amazing medicines for many different purposes, and can be 
worked with magickally. She is quite the progenitor and has 
many gifts and knowledge to bestow upon us. She brings 
courage to the heart and has the ability to lift ones spirits 
and purge one of all sadness. Sitting in the garden with 
Borage is very therapeutic, especially when watching as the 
bees pollinate the flowers. She is very well known to embody 
one with courage and bravery. Roman soldiers would drink 
borage wine to give them courage when preparing for battle. 
Several years ago I read about Borage wine being associated 
with the first harvest of Llamas. Since that time I have been 
known to make borage infused wine as a ritual sacrament 
and offering to the land for Llamas rituals. “Borage gives you 
Courage”. In folklore a potion of borage was given unknow-
ingly to a courter to give them courage in ask for a hand 
in marriage. I have found borage infused wine to make a 
wonderful ritual sacrament. It simply entails putting borage 
leaf into white wine and letting it ‘brew’ for a lunar cycle (can 
do it two weeks prior as well). I usually do during the New 
moon cycle to the Full moon closest to the Llamas. Filter the 
leaf from the wine and store in an airtight container until 
ready to imbibe. This is simple, potent and effective ritual 
sacrament and offering.

 
Where does the future of your business lie? What are your 
collective goals?  
The current plan is to continue with the Rosariuum Blends 
business model as is, but to add more education into the 
cauldron. I would like to offer more community based work-
shops and plan to teach a six-month curriculum educating 
others about the ways in which I create magickal charms 
using different esoteric herbalism praxis. I have also created 
an event that focuses specifically on Plant Magick, called 
the Viridis Genii Symposium: Magic, Mysticism and Medi-
cine (http://www.viridisgenii.com). My hope is to provide a 
platform where others may learn about plant magick and be 
educated and inspired by different folklore and traditions 
where plants are worked with in this way. There is a com-
mon thread amongst most cultures and I hope to facilitate a 
place to show how they weave into the great tapestry of the 
viridis genii (green spirits).
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This newsletter is offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket during the Fall Equinox. 

Thank you sponsors for your support - 

your contributions pay for the cost of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public. 

Readers please support our sponsors and let them know you saw their add here.

All illustrations are copyright free or hand drawn by Corinne. 

Computer and Graphic layout by Claude Mahmood - Printed by Minuteman Press

All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law. 

If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email Corinne@OpalsApothecary.com.

Open Fri & Sat 10-6  |  3664 Mud Bay Rd

VIRIDIS GENII

www.viridisgenii.com

July 31st, August 1st & 2nd
Damascus, Oregon

*Lectures
*Workshops
*Witches Herbal Market

Plant Magic, Mysticism, & Medicine
SYMPOSIUM

Would you like to place and ad or be a personal sponsor in 
The Gathering Basket?

A black and white business card sized ad costs $30. 
Every ad placed results in the creation of 70 copies that 
are distributed for free to the public. You can also be a 
personal sponsor, without placing an add and give any 

amount that works for your budget. If you are interested 
or would like more information please email me at 

Corinne@opalsapothecary.com

Forth Annual Dandelion Seed Conference
Herbal Medicine for

Community & Social Healing
October 9-11, 2015

Held at The Evergreen State College
Olympia WA

A gathering for home & community herbalists, 
community health workers & plant people.

www.dandelionseedconference.weebly.com

Tickets start at $150

AVAILABLE FOR PICK UP AT 
180 Vic King Road, Shelton WA 98584

on Fridays 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm   

Email or Call for Arrangements
mitzie.whitener@gmail.com                        360-490-5440

5oz BOTTLES FOR SALE  
$0.50 each with Cork or Spray Lids as supplies last.

Four Colors - Red, Orange, Green, Blue
or case of 90, same color is $35.00 this includes tops.


